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Learning objjectives:
1. To
o understand key con
ncepts of m
manageme
ent quality including rreview and
d
evalu
uation, how
w this can be implem
mented and
d to conside
er its impaact on provision
of exxcellent physiotherap
py servicess. 2. To lea
arn and sha
are knowleedge and
expe
erience from
m three WCPT
W
regio
ons around the World (similaritiees and
differrences) an
nd facilitate
e active au dience parrticipation and
a views on the
relationship be
etween lead
dership/ma
anagement and clinic
cal practicee. To
unde
erstand the
e benefits of
o collabora
ative working. 3. To encourage
e
e innovative
e
thinkking and acction plann
ning for sym
mposium participants
p
s to take baack to their
own work place
es.

Des
scription::
If quality and excellence
e
are to be a
at the hearrt of service
e provisionn and the goals
g
whicch physioth
herapy man
nagers and
d clinicians
s strive to achieve
a
forr their serv
vices,
it is e
essential to
o be able to
t measure
e and evalu
uate perforrmance in order to
determine whe
ether the identified criiteria for qu
uality and excellencee are being
g met
and w
whether th
here is alignment betw
ween perfo
ormance and
a the straategy, visio
on,
objecctives and desired ou
utcomes.
We introduce a Managem
ment Quali ty Matrix designed
d
by Robert JJones and
Fiona Jenkins for the purrpose of evvaluating a wide rang
ge of perforrmance
ameters. Ho
ow management qua
ality can be
e measured through metrics an
nd
para
revie
ew, how we
e can learn
n from this and how patient
p
care can be im
mproved
throu
ugh providing an evid
dence base
e for mana
agement off high qual ity services
and tthe eviden
nce base fo
or clinical sservice pro
ovision will be discusssed by the
presenters. Ma
ajor themes
s such as; leadership
p, Clinical Governanc
G
ce, evidenc
ce
ed practice
e, collabora
ative workin
ng and com
mmunicatio
on will be cconsidered
d.
base
The Evaluation
n Matrix wa
as develop
ped in the context
c
of manageme
m
ent quality and

strategy drawing on a wide range of concepts with a view to ensuring the
provision of quality clinical services as well as achieving high quality leadership
and management. It comprises fifteen standards, each incorporating several
components for management quality impacting on physiotherapy services.
Robert will introduce the symposium team and present an overview of the topic
introducing concepts of management quality and its relationship to patient care,
measurement, delegation, integration, communication, participation and staff
development.
Fiona will introduce the Management Quality Evaluation Matrix explaining how
this can be used to measure and achieve excellence in physiotherapy provision
and the management and leadership of services. Fiona will discuss standards
involved in management quality.
Janice Mueller will present aspects of Clinical Governance and how leadership
and evaluation are important to management quality and how this supports
excellence in physiotherapy practice.
Ina Diener will explore concepts of evidence-based practice, the importance of
managing the process as part of management quality and how leadership and
management of this is an essential element of excellence in physiotherapy.
Rosalie Boyce will conclude the presentations with a discussion of
communication issues and the importance of collaborative working in the
context of management quality, including her analysis of how structure
influences function and quality of services.
The symposium team will show how systematic review and evaluation enables
physiotherapy managers, leaders and clinicians, not simply to engage in 'box
ticking' exercises, but rather to measure using metrics indicative of progress
towards value, responsiveness and excellence for patients. Evaluation - and
learning from this - facilitates best possible managerial and clinical outcomes,
effectiveness, efficiency and optimal resource use, whilst acknowledging and
using National targets (where these exist) without merely being subservient to
them. Targets are not goals in themselves; value for the patient is the goal.
Bringing their International perspectives - from three continents - the speakers
will demonstrate that developing strategy and measuring performance requires
engagement at all levels throughout the service, incorporating discussion of
some important related questions:
• Is everyone in the team 'pulling' in the same direction?
• Does the direction benefit the patient?
• Are we measuring so that we know whether we are improving?
• Do staff have the training, motivation and respect to provide value and bring

about improvement?
• Are tensions around fear of change recognised and managed?
• Are problems/mistakes treated as opportunities to improve?

Fiona Jenkins will facilitate discussion between delegates and speakers and
Robert Jones will summarise and draw the symposium to its conclusion.

Implications / Conclusions:
An important implication is that there is an essential link between management
quality - its evaluation and management - and provision of ´best´ qualtiy
physiotherapy services for our patients and service users.
Management quality impacts on all aspects of physiotherapy practice from the
development of the ´evidence base´ and outcome measurement to Clinical
Goverance, information management and communication, developing new and
different ways of working, through to staff deployment, development and
resource use.
It is concluded that management quality is essential to the provision of quality
physiotherapy services.
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Relevance to WCPT and expected audience:
The expected audience would be physiotherapy managers and clinicians,
educators and researchers who would be invited to participate in the discussion
section of the symposium. The symposium will comprise International aspects of
management quality and its impact on physiotherapy services worldwide. It is
important that management and leadership issues are given a focus and
discussed in the International setting.

Target audience:
Physiotherapy managers, clinicians, educators and researchers.
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